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Gain control and visibility of confidential data in the cloud

Data Sheet: Data Loss Prevention

Enterprises are moving their email to the cloud to cut costs and improve agility, but they’re worried about losing control and

visibility of their confidential data in the process. By giving up direct control over their email servers, there’s no way for them to

be sure that others – like rogue employees and third parties – won’t be able to gain access to the valuable data stored on them.

Symantec now enables enterprises to accelerate cloud adoption by providing greater control and visibility over cloud email. By

seamlessly integrating its market-leading data loss prevention (DLP) technology with Microsoft Office 365, SSymantec Dataymantec Data

LLooss Prevention Cloud Prevent fss Prevention Cloud Prevent for Microor Microsofsoft Office 365t Office 365 monitors and protects confidential email sent from the Microsoft

cloud.

Solution & BenefitsSolution & Benefits

Cloud Prevent fCloud Prevent for Microor Microsofsoft Office 365t Office 365 is a content-aware data security solution that monitors and protects confidential

email sent from your Office 365-hosted instance of Exchange Online. Unlike other security solutions that provide limited DLP

controls, Symantec delivers deep content inspection, sophisticated policy and incident management, and proven scalability

and performance. With Cloud Prevent for Microsoft Office 365 Exchange, enterprises can now confidently migrate their

Exchange servers to the cloud without sacrificing control over their confidential data.

• HelpHelps lower the tos lower the total cotal cosst of ownershipt of ownership by reducing on-premises detection and email servers, administration overhead,

and capital expenditures (CAPEX).

• Delivers fasDelivers faster time to vter time to valuealue than your on-premises solutions by leveraging on-demand provisioning, management and

scaling of cloud infrastructure as a service for Symantec Data Loss Prevention.

• Quickly and easily extendsQuickly and easily extends your current DLP policies and workflows when you migrate your on-premises Exchange servers

to the Microsoft cloud.

FFeatures & Use Caseseatures & Use Cases

Cloud Prevent fCloud Prevent for Microor Microsofsoft Office 365t Office 365 monitors and protects confidential email sent from Exchange Online. It enables you

to:

• Accurately detect confidential data in cloud email with advanced, content-aware detection technologies that deliver deep

content inspection and minimize false positives.

• Take the right action at the right time by notifying users of policy violations; redirect email to an encryption gateway for

secure delivery; and block email in real-time to prevent the loss of critical data.

• Quickly define data loss policies, review and remediate incidents, and perform system administration from an easy-to-use

online management console.

• Seamlessly integrate with your current Symantec Data Loss Prevention system so you can leverage your pre-defined email

policies and workflows for Exchange Online.

• Seamlessly integrate with Symantec Email Security.cloud to ensure delivery of messages to their final destination.
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How It Works

The Cloud Prevent fCloud Prevent foror MicroMicrosofsoft Office 365t Office 365 solution monitors and analyzes outbound email traffic sent from Office 365

Exchange. It can redirect, modify or block messages that trigger a data loss policy.

Additionally, the solution integrates seamlessly with your existing on-premises Enforce Servers and the Enforce Server

administration console, where you can author data loss policies, review and remediate incidents, and administer your DLP

system. This allows your enterprise to leverage its existing investment in policy definition and administration as well as

incident remediation processes.

System Requirements

Minimum RequirementsMinimum Requirements CusCustomer Sitetomer Site RackspaceRackspace

Operating system Microsoft Windows Server 2012
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.x or

Windows Server 2012

Memory 16 GB 4 GB

Processor 8 CPUs 4 Virtual CPUs

Disk space 128 GB 40 GB

Software version

DLP Cloud Prevent for Microsoft

Office 365 12.5.x

Oracle Database 11g

DLP Cloud Prevent for Microsoft

Office 365 12.5.x

Oracle Database 11g

Virtual Support VMware ESX and ESXi VMware ESX and ESXi

More Information

Visit our website

http://go.symantec.com/dlp

To speak with a Product Specialist in the U.S.

Call toll-free 1 (800) 745 6054

To speak with a Product Specialist outside the U.S.

For specific country offices and contact numbers, please visit our website.

About Symantec

Symantec Corporation (NASDAQ: SYMC) is an information protection expert that helps people, businesses, and governments

seeking the freedom to unlock the opportunities technology brings—anytime, anywhere. Founded in April 1982, Symantec, a

Fortune 500 company operating one of the largest global data intelligence networks, has provided leading security, backup,

and availability solutions for where vital information is stored, accessed, and shared. The company's more than 20,000

employees reside in more than 50 countries. Ninety-nine percent of Fortune 500 companies are Symantec customers. In fiscal

2014, it recorded revenue of $6.7 billion. To learn more go to www.symantec.com or connect with Symantec at:

go.symantec.com/socialmedia.
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Symantec World Headquarters

350 Ellis St.

Mountain View, CA 94043 USA

+1 (650) 527 8000

1 (800) 721 3934

www.symantec.com
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